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ABSTRACT: Designing molecular p−n heterojunction structures, i.e., electron donor−acceptor contacts, is one of the central
challenges for further development of organic electronic devices. In the present study, a well-defined p−n heterojunction of two
representative molecular semiconductors, pentacene and C60, formed on the single-crystal surface of pentacene is precisely
investigated in terms of its growth behavior and crystallographic structure. C60 assembles into a (111)-oriented face-centered-
cubic crystal structure with a specific epitaxial orientation on the (001) surface of the pentacene single crystal. The present
experimental findings provide molecular scale insights into the formation mechanisms of the organic p−n heterojunction through
an accurate structural analysis of the single-crystalline molecular contact.

KEYWORDS: grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction, X-ray reflectivity, synchrotron radiation, organic semiconductor, fullerene,
organic electronics, solar cell, van der Waals epitaxy

1. INTRODUCTION

The controlled formation of p−n junctions is one of the most
crucial subjects in semiconductor technology. In the emerging
field of organic optoelectronics, the term “p−n junction” almost
always refers to a donor−acceptor molecular contact between
two kinds of π-conjugated (organic) semiconductors. The
development of efficient organic electronic devices is supported

by improved designs of organic p−n heterojunctions,

particularly in the case of organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices.

Beginning from a simple donor−acceptor bilayer structure,1
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introduction of the bulk-heterojunction concept led to a
revolutionary improvement in the performance of OPVs.2−4

The technology for shaping the architecture within bulk
heterojunctions has evolved from the submicrometer scale5

toward individual molecular contacts.6 One fundamental
requirement to realize molecular-scale engineering of organic
p−n heterojunctions is a detailed insight into the behavior of
organic molecules in contact with other materials.7 Static and
dynamic properties of the molecular layers can be inferred from
the interface structures and their evolution on uniform and
well-defined surfaces of molecular crystals.8−21 However, in the
case of heterojunctions made of molecular semiconductors,
high-precision studies, namely using organic single crystals as
substrates, have been quite limited so far.9,13,17,19

In the present work, a well-defined organic p−n hetero-
junction was prepared by depositing C60 overlayers onto the
surface of single crystal substrates of pentacene (C22H14), and
its growth behavior and crystallographic structures were
precisely analyzed using scanning probe microscopy and
surface X-ray diffraction techniques. Pentacene and C60 are
widely employed p-type and n-type molecular semiconductors,
respectively. The heterojunction of these two materials is
known to constitute the exciton dissociation interface in an
OPV device of a basic structure,22 and many experimental and
theoretical studies have been targeted toward characterizing
their physical properties and functionalities.23−31 On the other
hand, it needs to be pointed out that these materials are
respectively quite attractive also because of their distinct
characteristics that make them stand out among common
organic semiconductors; for instance, C60 is an exceptional
molecule by its high symmetry in terms of the bulk crystal
phase as well as the molecular shape, and pentacene is known
to exhibit singlet exciton fission very efficiently making this
molecule quite promising for high performance OPV devices
via overcoming of the exciton diffusion bottleneck.32,33

Recently, the electronic structures of the C60-pentacene
heterojunction assembled onto the single crystal surface of
pentacene were reported.34 In that work, the formation of a
well-ordered crystalline C60 overlayer was only inferred from
the observed interface morphology. Accurate structural analysis
using established surface science methodologies was now
conducted to disclose the crystallographic structures of this
p−n heterojunction formed by epitaxial assembling C60 on the
pentacene single-crystal surface.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Pentacene single crystals (Pn-SCs) were grown by horizontal physical
vapor transport in a purified nitrogen stream. Typically, several-
micrometer-square and few-micrometer-thick plate-shaped Pn-SCs
were selected and, in ambient conditions, attached onto Si wafers
coated with the native oxide to prepare the samples. The crystalline
phase of the present Pn-SC samples is the one of 1.41 nm layer
periodicity among the four known crystalline polymorphs of
pentacene,35,36 and their surfaces are known to be either the (001)
or the (001 ̅) planes.35,37 No surface treatment was carried out for these
samples and therefore, the Pn-SC samples used in the present case
likely contained surface oxidized species in the order of a few
percent.38 C60 source material (99.98%) was purchased from ATR
Company and was used as received. C60 was evaporated from carefully
degassed quartz or carbon crucibles to form the heterojunction on the
Pn-SC surface at room temperature. The evaporation rate was
monitored with a quartz microbalance and controlled to be of the
order of 0.1 nm/min calibrated by either a step profiler or in-house X-
ray reflectivity measurements.

The surface morphology of the heterojunction was observed by
noncontact mode atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) [VT-SPM,
Omicron Nanotechnology] in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) condition.
The details of the experimental setup can be found elsewhere.17 X-ray
reflectivity (XRR) measurements were conducted at the MS Surface
Diffraction beamline39 of Swiss Light Source with an X-ray energy of
14.0 keV. For the XRR experiments, C60 deposition was done “on-site”
and in a stepwise manner using a home-built portable UHV chamber
with a Be window40,41 that permitted tracking the in situ evolution of
the heterojunction structures. Two-dimensional grazing-incidence X-
ray diffraction (2D-GIXD) experiments were carried out at BL19B2
and BL46XU of SPring-8 by using PILATUS300 K or PILATUS100 K
as two-dimensional X-ray detectors. The X-ray energy and glancing
angle were fixed at 12.4 keV and 0.12°, respectively, and the in-plane
azimuthal angle of the sample to the surface normal (the c* axis of the
Pn-SC) was rotated. The experimental setup for the 2D-GIXD
measurements is illustrated in Figure S1. Note that the 2D-GIXD
experiments were conducted in air on samples prefabricated in a
separate UHV system. All the experiments throughout C60 deposition
to nc-AFM, XRR, or 2D-GIXD measurements were conducted at
room temperature.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1a shows the typical surface morphology of the Pn-SC
observed by nc-AFM in UHV. Flat and uniform terraces of

micrometer-scale width are seen that are divided by step edges
of single-molecular heights. Deposition of a small amount of
C60 (nominally 1 nm) resulted in a change in the surface
morphology as shown in Figure 1b. The step edges were fully
decorated by protrusions with heights of typically (6 ± 1) nm
as measured from the lower terrace. Aggregation of adsorbed
C60 molecules on the surface of “thin-film phase” crystalline
pentacene has been reported.29 Molecular dynamics calcu-
lations have predicted that C60 molecules burrow into the Pn-

Figure 1. In situ AFM topographies of the Pn-SC (a) before and after
coverage of (b) 1 nm and (c) 3 nm thick C60 overlayers. The lateral
and vertical dimensions are the same for these three images. (d) The
height distribution plotted in the logarithmic vertical scale extracted
from a wider-field AFM image (including the area of Figure 1c) of the
Pn-SC covered by 3 nm thick C60. The height scale is calibrated by
using the single molecular step (1.41 nm) of the Pn-SC surface. The
vertical bars represent the expected scale for C60 molecular layers (see
corresponding description in the text).
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SC lattice on the surface of the (010) plane.30,42 Similar to the
(010) surface, the “ventral side” of each pentacene molecule
faces outside at the step edges. Therefore, the protrusions
decorating the step edges should be attributed to Pn-C60
mixtures or, presumably, to intermolecular compounds formed
from the two materials.31

Even though these step-edge species have potential
importance because of the strong donor−acceptor interaction,
they have to be minor in terms of the molecular population out
of the whole surface. Another characteristic feature found on
this surface is the presence of “islands” interspersed on the
terraces of the Pn-SC. As seen in Figure 1b, the width
distribution of these islands range from several tens to
hundreds of nm and the height is less than 4 nm from the
surface of the terrace. In addition, these islands have relatively
flat tops and straight rims suggesting a different internal
structure from that of the protrusions at the step edges. Such a
regular shape for a C60 overlayer was previously observed on
pentacene thin films formed on sapphire(0001) surface,23 but is
contrary to the case where formation of C60 clusters was
reported on pentacene/SiO2.

27 Increase in the nominal
thickness of C60 to 3 nm raised the height of the islands on
the terraces and the number density of the islands, as shown in
Figure 1c, whereas any lateral elongation was small. The top
surfaces of most of the islands were extremely smooth and it
was possible to identify the “step edges” within individual
islands. Figure 1d shows the height distribution of a single Pn-
SC terrace derived from a wider area AFM image of the Pn-SC
covered with the 3 nm-thick C60 overlayer. Modulations with a
periodicity of (0.84 ± 0.04) nm are clearly observed. This
periodicity corresponds fairly well to the molecular diameter of
C60 and is actually identical to the lattice spacing of the (111)
plane of the face-centered cubic (fcc) C60 crystal (0.823 nm

43).
These observations imply that these islands consist of well-
crystallized C60. As indicated in Figure 1d, the most probable
height of the islands, (3.31 ± 0.10) nm from the terrace surface
of the Pn-SC, corresponds to four molecular layers of the
(111)-oriented fcc C60 crystal. In the present results, islands of
three up to eight molecular layers high were found, whereas,
interestingly, those of one or two layers are rarely formed. This
might be due to the fact that at least three layers are essential to
construct the fcc structure (see Figure S2).
Further increasing the C60 thickness to 6 nm leads to the

complete coverage of the Pn-SC surface by the C60 islands (as
seen in Figure S3). Previously, based on X-ray photoemission
data, we have proposed that C60 grows in the Volmer−Weber
mode on the Pn-SC surface and the critical thickness at which

the Pn-SC surface is totally covered by the C60 overlayer is
around 5 nm.34 The present results provide a clear evidence for
this proposed growth manner.
The XRR data of a Pn-SC sample before and after coverage

of the 20 nm thick C60 overlayer showed four very sharp and
intense Bragg peaks at the out-of-plane scattering vector (qz)
positions of (4.45 × n) nm−1 (Figure 2a). These peaks are
attributed to the (00n) Bragg reflection from the Pn-SC as
marked in the figure. The lattice spacing derived from the peak
position is 1.410 nm, which is in excellent agreement with the
reported crystal structure of pentacene (1.412 nm44). On the
XRR curve of the C60-covered sample, peaks at qz ≈ (7.7 × n)
nm−1 appeared. These qz values correspond to a lattice spacing
of 0.816 nm, which coincides with the aforementioned (111)
layer distance of the fcc C60 crystal. Therefore, it is concluded
that the C60 molecules assemble themselves with the (111)-
plane parallel to the Pn-SC surface as previously reported also
on crystalline thin films of pentacene.16 The sharp peak at qz ≈
14.0 nm−1 (marked with a single asterisk sign) and the broader
one at qz ≈ 12.5 nm−1 (double asterisk) can be attributed to
misoriented crystallites of pentacene and adsorbed C60 onto
these crystallites, respectively.
Figure 2b shows the evolution of the C60(111) Bragg

reflection as a function of the C60 thickness. The peak position
was confirmed from a 2 nm-thick C60 film and was maintained
at qz = (7.70 ± 0.05) nm−1 throughout the thickness range.
This indicates that C60 crystallizes into a structure that is
compatible with its fcc bulk phase in regions of low thicknesses,
i.e. even before completely covering the surface. Besides, it is
clearly seen that the main Bragg peak is accompanied by the
Laue oscillations as indicated by downward triangles in the
figure. The coherent thicknesses as estimated from these fringe
structures are (3.9 ± 0.6) nm, (7.6 ± 1.3) nm, and (14.1 ± 1.4)
nm for 5, 10, and 20 nm thick C60 overlayers, respectively.
These values agree with the nominal thicknesses of the
corresponding C60 overlayers fairly well, which also confirms
the good crystallinity of C60 over the entire thickness range.
The XRR data indicate that the a and b axes of the Pn-SC

and the [1 ̅10] direction of the (111)-oriented fcc C60 overlayer
are in the same plane. Therefore, the interrelation between
these in-plane axes of the Pn-SC and fcc C60 was explored using
2D-GIXD. Even though the results represented above were
obtained from “in-situ” experiments, (where the deposition of
the C60 overlayer and the measurements were both conducted
under UHV condition without breaking the vacuum), nc-AFM
observations prove that the exposure of these samples to
ambient air and light does not impact the morphology of the

Figure 2. (a) In situ XRR spectra of the Pn-SC before and after deposition of 20 nm-thick C60 overlayer plotted in the logarithmic scale (vertical
axis). (b) Evolution of the in situ XRR spectra with increasing C60 thickness (plotted in the linear scale). The peak positions of the C60(111) Bragg
reflection and its Laue fringe structures are marked with vertical bars and downward triangles, respectively.
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C60-induced structures (see Figure S3). In addition, it will be
shown below that the crystallinity of the C60 overlayer is not
changed by exposure to ambient conditions.
Figure 3a shows 2D-GIXD data for a Pn-SC with a 20 nm

C60 overlayer; the data have been integrated over the sample

azimuthal angle ϕ in the range of 180°. Although these images
were obtained under ambient conditions (ex situ), the
diffraction spots from both the crystalline C60 overlayer and
the Pn-SC are clearly defined. The q positions of the observed
spots are reproduced assuming the fcc unit-cell structure of
C60

43 and Pn bulk single crystal.44 As shown in single shot 2D-
GIXD images (Figure 3b, c), each diffraction spot appeared
only at specific ϕ and is absent for other azimuthal angles. For
instance, a diffraction spot assigned to the C60 overlayer
emerged at ϕ = −20.5° (Figure 3b) is completely absent for
other angles (e.g., ϕ = 180°; Figure 3c). This observation
strongly suggests that the C60 overlayer is not polycrystalline
but that its lattice is preferentially oriented in specific directions.
The intensities at the three q positions, (qxy, qz) = (10.1

nm−1, 0 nm−1), (12.5 nm−1, 0 nm−1), and (7.2 nm−1, 2.5
nm−1), are plotted as a function of ϕ in Figure 3(d). The first q
position corresponds to either the (100) or (1̅00) reflection of
the Pn-SC and appeared at an interval of 180° as expected.
After analyzing the spot profile (see Figure S4), the diffraction
spots at ϕ = 0 and 180° are individually assigned to (100) and

(1 ̅00), respectively. The second position comes from the (2̅20)
reflection of the (111)-oriented C60 crystal and its crystallo-
graphically equivalent planes with a periodicity of 60° in ϕ.
This correlates with the hexagonal lattice of the (111) surface
of the fcc structure of C60, and indicates that the closed-packed
C60 overlayer grows with a specific epitaxial relationship to the
Pn-SC substrate. The third q position, (111̅) and its equivalent
reflections, has the same periodicity in ϕ. The expected
periodicity from the point of view of crystallography is 120°
rather than 60°, and the diffraction spots with asterisks in
Figure 3(d) cannot be indexed under the assumption of a single
crystalline orientation. This suggests the probable coexistence
of crystalline twin variants rotated 180° with respect to each
other, namely “ABC” and “ACB” stacked hexagonal molecular
layers of C60 in the overlayer (schematically drawn in Figure
S2). It should be emphasized that the C60 molecular
arrangement at the first interfacial layer is assumed to be
identical for the “ABC” and “ACB” variants.
As indicated in the 2D-GIXD results, the sample azimuthal

angle that fulfills the diffraction condition for the [1 ̅10]
direction of the (111)-oriented C60 crystal is at 39.5° (±0.5°)
counterclockwise to that of the Pn-SC (100) scattering. An
interlattice relationship between the Pn-SC and the hexagonally
packed C60 first layer can be derived by a geometric
interpretation of the diffraction conditions from the reciprocal
to the real space. In the present heterojunction, the nearest-
neighbor direction of the hexagonal C60 lattice (e.g., [1 ̅10]) is
not aligned along the lattice of the Pn-SC in contrast to results
in a previous study on a C60 overlayer on a tetracene single
crystal.19 Instead, in our case, the nearest-neighbor direction of
the hexagonal C60 lattice is rotated by 5.3° clockwise with
respect to the “primary” axis (which is parallel to the a axis) of
the Pn-SC. In strict sense, the direction of the “primary” axis is
not sufficient for a unique determination of the crystallographic
orientation of the Pn-SC substrate because the (001 ̅) surface of
the triclinic Pn-SC is not equivalent to the (001) surface. These
two sides can be distinguished from the diffraction conditions
for the secondary axis, namely (01n). As illustrated in Figure
S5, the surface of Pn-SC in the present case is determined to be
the (001 ̅) face, and in order to unambiguously represent this
point, we take the “primary axis” of the Pn-SC to be in the
minus a direction for this crystal. Altogether, an interlattice
relation of the topical heteroepitaxial interface is uniquely
determined as shown in Figure 4. It is noteworthy that one
lattice point (marked with a broken circle) of the surface
primitive cell of the closed-packed C60 layer is located very
close to a diagonal point of the two-dimensional unit cell of the
Pn-SC; a lattice mismatch of these two is estimated to be 5.9%
under assumption of the lattice constant by respective bulk
crystallographic values.43,44 A coincidence of the reciprocal
lattice points of the Pn-SC and C60 is also derived from this
lattice model, and this conclusion is confirmed by the 2D-
GIXD image shown in Figure S6.
Although one pair of lattice points of the Pn-SC and the C60

overlayer coincides well, this heterojunction should still be
classified as the incommensurate according to the rules of the
“grammar of epitaxy”.45 Actually, no commensurate relation-
ships are crystallographically realistic for the present combina-
tion because the degree of symmetry of the triclinic Pn-SC
substrate is very low in comparison to the highly symmetric C60
crystal. Epitaxial growth of such heterojunctions despite
considerable lattice mismatch between the adsorbate and
substrate can be understood in the framework of what has

Figure 3. (a) Ex situ 2D-GIXD image of Pn-SC covered with 20 nm
thick C60 integrated for sample azimuthal angles from 0° to 180° (360
images taken with a step size of 0.5°). Expected positions for the
diffraction spots of the (001 ̅) oriented Pn-SC and (111) oriented fcc
C60 single crystal are marked with + and × signs, respectively. (b, c)
Single shot 2D-GIXD images taken at specific azimuthal angles. (d)
Intensity distribution of three representative diffraction spots depend-
ing on the sample azimuthal angle.
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been called van der Waals epitaxy which is applied when there
is no strong chemical bond at the heterojunction.46,47 The
lattice of the C60 overlayer is oriented in a way so as to reduce
the total energy at the heterojunction; this is achieved through
the coincidence of the reciprocal points (Figure S6).48

It is worth pointing out that the present epitaxial relation
shown in Figure 4 is not the only solution for minimizing the
lattice mismatch but a comparable or rather smaller mismatch
value (3.3%) is expected if one aligns the nearest-neighbor
direction of C60 to the [110] direction, rather than [11 ̅0], of the
Pn-SC. Despite this circumstance, any diffraction spots
assignable to the latter possibility were absent in the present
2D-GIXD results. This fact implies that the minimization of the
lattice mismatch may not be the principal criterion to
determine the orientations of general van der Waals epitaxy
systems. At least for the present heterojunction, another factor
lines up the C60 molecules on the Pn-SC surface. In this
context, it is interesting to note that the anisotropic diffusion of
the C60 molecule along the [11 ̅0] direction on the Pn-SC
surface has been predicted by molecular dynamics computa-
tion.24 As indicated in Figure 4 with an arrow and a broken line,
one pair of crystalline axes of the Pn-SC and C60 overlayer
coincides to this direction. The reason for the anisotropic
diffusion can be attributed to the atomic arrangement on the
top surface of the Pn-SC. Submolecular scale corrugation at the
solid surface of organic molecules is known to induce the
alignment of a second molecular material,8,15 and such a
templated growth of polymer chains has actually been observed
on the surfaces of polyacene single crystals.49,50 These
observations imply that the crystallization of the adsorbed
C60 molecules is initiated on the “furrows” running along the
[11̅0] direction of the Pn-SC surface. It should explicitly be

noted that Figure 4 only represents the inter-relation between
two lattices of the Pn-SC and C60 and does not illustrate the
lateral displacement of individual C60 molecules with respect to
the pentacene molecules. Nevertheless, an in-depth under-
standing of the intermolecular displacement at this hetero-
junction is still an open question to be investigated in further
studies of theoretical modeling of the surface force
field8,13,18,21,51 as well as using experimental techniques of
higher accuracy, for example, crystal truncation rod measure-
ments36 or molecular resolution scanning probe microscopy.

4. CONCLUSION
Heteroepitaxial growth of a C60 crystalline overlayer on a
pentacene single crystal surface was experimentally demon-
strated. The surface morphologies observed by nc-AFM imply
the trapping of the adsorbed C60 molecules at step edges of the
Pn-SC and the formation of C60 islands with a well-ordered
internal structure within the terraces at an early stage in the
formation of the interface. The XRR results substantiate the
crystallinity of the C60 overlayer and indicate the formation of
the (111)-oriented fcc C60 crystal with a crystal structure similar
to the bulk C60 phase. 2D-GIXD measurements clearly
demonstrate that the C60 crystalline overlayer is not polycrystal-
line but that its crystal axes point to specific directions
suggesting in-plane heteroepitaxy. The crystallographic inter-
relation in this molecular p−n heterojunction is accurately
analyzed based on 2D-GIXD results to reveal a close matching
of one point of the hexagonal C60 lattice with a lattice point of
the Pn-SC [11̅0].
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